Abstract. Bounds and other relations involving variables connected with Carmichael numbers are reviewed and extended. Families of numbers or individual numbers attaining or approaching these bounds are given. A new algorithm for finding three-prime Carmichael numbers is described, with its implementation up to 10 24 . Statistics relevant to the distribution of threeprime Carmichael numbers are given, with particular reference to the conjecture of Granville and Pomerance in [10] .
Introduction
A Carmichael number n is defined by the property that n is composite and a n ≡ a (mod n) for all a. For n = d i=1 p i αi , with p i prime, Korselt in 1899 [11] stated that α i = 1 for all i and lcm(p 1 − 1, p 2 − 1, . . . , p d − 1) divides (n − 1) is a necessary and sufficient condition for n to divide (a n −a), but he did not exhibit any such number n. In 1910 Carmichael [3] showed that the above condition required d ≥ 3 and all p i to be odd, and gave four such numbers, the smallest of which was 561 = 3 · 11 · 17. In 1912 [4] he amplified his remarks and extended his list to fifteen such numbers, including one with d = 4 (although very curiously he reconsidered and rejected 561!)
Korselt's criterion, stated above, is the basis for much of the theory on Carmichael numbers and for algorithms to find them, including ours. For a background on Carmichael numbers and previous counts of Carmichaels up to increasing upper bounds see Ribenboim [16] , counts which have now culminated in Richard Pinch's up to 10
18 [13] . Our list up to 10 24 for d = 3 may be found on the website of the Cambridge University Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics [7] .
In addition to p i and n already mentioned, Korselt's criterion spawns numerous other variables, some of them specific to d = 3, and various relationships and bounds connecting them are of value in constructing algorithms to find Carmichael numbers as well as being of interest in themselves. In the next three sections we review and extend such relationships and bounds.
2. Notation; variables; Korselt factorisations, numbers and families 2.1. Notation, KN's and K-families. Because of the form of the Korselt criterion, we shall find it convenient consistently and exclusively to use the abbreviation x ′ := x − 1. So we have (xy) ′ = xy ′ + x ′ = x ′ y ′ + x ′ + y ′ , etc. We shall also consistently use the notation which we define during §2, without repeated explanation.
Let n = d i=1 p i , where 1 < p 1 < p 2 < . . . < p d and d ≥ 3, be a number for which the factors p i satisfy the condition p i ′ divides n ′ , and define P := d−2 i=1 p i , p := p 1 , q := p d−1 and r := p d , so for d = 3, n = pqr. Let P i := n/p i , so n = p i P i for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and similarly write n = qQ = rR.
Then n ′ = (p i P i ) ′ = p i ′ P i + P i ′ , so n ′ ≡ 0 (mod p i ′ ) gives P i ′ ≡ 0 (mod p i ′ ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and conversely.
Thus there exist integers λ i such that P i ′ = λ i p i ′ . Also if λ d = 1, then obviously
i=1 p i is necessarily composite (usually we shall assume that λ d ≥ 2). We write D := λ d−1 , E := λ d , so So far in substance but not in notation we follow Carmichael, if p i are all odd primes. But both for algorithms and theoretical results it is often necessary to consider sets of numbers n with a factorisation which satisfies the Korselt divisibility criterion without all (or any) of the factors necessarily being prime: such a number, n as above, together with the particular Korselt factorisation, we shall term a Korselt number (abbreviated to KN , or K d N if its Korselt factorisation has d factors) if, for all i, p i is odd and E ≥ 2. I have not established whether it is possible for a number to be a K 3 N in more than one way, but the Korselt factorisation will always be apparent from the context. Clearly if every p i is a prime then n is a Carmichael number, which we shall abbreviate to CN or C d N in like manner. We shall also consider certain families of KN s (K-families or K d -families) of the type n(t) = d i=1 p i (t), where n and p i are polynomials over the integers and t is a nonnegative integer parameter. It seems plausible to conjecture (with Schinzel, see page 91 of [16] ) that any K-family will contain an infinite number of CN 's unless, speaking loosely, there is some obvious reason why (almost) all members have at least one composite p i .
2.2.
Chernick's universal forms. The best known K-families are the "universal forms" described by Chernick in 1939 [5] , and it will be helpful to summarise his theory in our notation. Let n be any KN . Then we have
[{p i ′ }] for any particular j. Then from (2.2) n ′ ≡ p j ′ (mod H). But since n is a KN , clearly for i = j we have H|p i ′ |n ′ , so n ′ ≡ 0 (mod H). Hence p j ′ ≡ 0 (mod H), whence H = gcd Suppose now that we are given any set {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A d } satisfying (2.3), then congruence (2.4) is always soluble for H when d = 3 (see below, following (2.5)), but not necessarily when d > 3. If H o is any solution, then so is H t = H o + tℓ, so we can choose H o to satisfy 1 ≤ H o ≤ ℓ. Then if we take p i = A i H t + 1 = A i ℓt + A i H o + 1 and n = d i=1 p i , n satisfies the Korselt criterion for all t, and with certain precautions yields a K d -family corresponding to each basic solution H o (precautions: our definition of a KN requires (i) all p i are odd, and (ii) E ≥ 2: for (i), if ℓ is even and H is odd, from (2.4) we get
i=1 (A i + 1) ≡ 1 (mod 2) and so for all i, A i ≡ 0 (mod 2), contradicting (2.3) which holds by hypothesis; so if ℓ is even then H is even and all p i are odd; but ℓ is odd iff all A i are odd, so H t is alternately odd or even as t increases, and then the K-family will be generated by the parameter u where t = 2u or 2u + 1 according as H o is even or odd; while for (ii), E ≥ 2, it may be necessary to exclude t = 0 from the family). These K-families are Chernick's universal forms, of which the best known arises from (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ) = (1, 2, 3) with H o = 6 and then as above n = (6t + 7)(12t + 13)(18t + 19) (Chernick equivalently has (6M + 1)(12M + 1)(18M + 1)).
For d = 3, let A := A 1 , B := A 2 , C := A 3 . Then, for any K 3 N , from (2.3) A, B, C are pairwise coprime, ℓ = ABC, and so from (2.4) there exists a positive integer F such that (2.5a) H(AB + AC + BC) + A + B + C = F ABC, i.e.
(2.5b)
Also given any pairwise coprime A, B, C, then AB and ABC are coprime, so (2.5a) has a unique solution for F and H o , and we get a K 3 -family as described above. Putting
2) with d = 3, with (2.5a) we have
Proof. Based on (2.5b), write F = F (A, B, C, H). We have H ≥ 2 and B ≥ 2. Obviously F ≥ 1. We consider two cases:
But for (A, B, C) = (1, 2, 3) or (1, 2, 5) we have H 0 = 6, whence the result, with F = 2H only for n = 7 · 13 · 19 = 1729.
Note: (A, B, C, H) = (1, 2, 7, 2) yields n = 3 · 5 · 15 = 225, not a K 3 N since E = 1.
2.3. The equation(s) of Beeger, Duparc and Pinch. For any KN we have n = P qr = qQ = rR, and hence Q = P r and R = P q. Then from (2.1)
Solving simultaneously for q ′ and r ′ , and writing
Beeger for d = 3 in 1950 [2] and Duparc for d ≥ 3 in 1952 [9] gave (2.9a), and Pinch [12] bases his first algorithm on (2.9). From (2.9), ∆ ≥ 1. Also Duparc showed
Proof. From the definition of a KN , E ≥ 2. Also r − q − 1 ≥ 1. Hence from (2.7)
whence the result.
The following equations based on (2.8) and (2.9) will also be useful in §3 and §4. Define s := P − E and η := D − P − s, so (2.10) E = P − s and D = P + s + η Then from Theorem 2.2, 1 ≤ s ≤ P − 2, and from (2.8) we have
Hence (2.12) s 2 + ηs = ηP − ∆, so ∆ < ηP , and
and using (2.13a) for θ 2 we get (2.15)
Subject to the solubility of certain congruences, a particular choice of ∆ and η leads to one or more K 3 -families via (2.12, 2.13, 2.14), using (2.12) with s as a first parameter.
2.4. Relations connecting K 3 N variables. These will be needed in §4.
Combining this with (2.5a) we get ABCF = CE + CH(A + B) + C, i.e.
(2.17) ABF = (A + B)H + E + 1, whence, writing
So G ≥ 1, we have ∆ ≥ 1, and we now show
Proof. We have p < q ′ and, from Theorem 2.2, E ≤ p ′ . Hence, using (2.20) and (2.9a),
from which both statements in Theorem 2.3 follow.
We observe that (2.18, 2.19, 2.16) enable us to express in turn A, p, B, q, C, r and n in terms of E, F , G and H, which we shall exploit later. 2.5. Bounds, variables and challenges. The next two sections are concerned with finding inequalities y ≤ f (x) showing upper bounds for y given x, where x and y are variables connected with KN 's and hence CN 's. Here f is an increasing function and, usually, x is P , p or n: for example, we shall show that an upper bound for r given n is given by r ≤ ⌈ n 2 ⌉. Obviously, if f −1 exists, any such relation is equivalent to a lower bound of f −1 (y) for x given y. Also, if x is n and we are looking for all CN 's less than some large X, we have y ≤ f (X). Our symbols have been defined as integer variables connected with KN 's, but sometimes we shall treat them as real variables obeying the same inequalities as the integer variables. If possible we shall exhibit K-families for which the bound is attained, or failing that some CN 's or KN 's for which it is approached. Some of these bounds were used in executing our algorithm for C 3 N 's (see §5), although invariably a weaker (and more easily proved) bound would have sufficed.
Challenges: occasionally I offer a challenge to find a C 3 N or K 3 N satisfying certain conditions, and I would be very interested to receive successful responses at my address at the end of this paper.
3. Bounds for KN variables with d ≥ 3 3.1. Upper bounds given P for q, r and n. 
Proof. From (2.9a) and Theorem 2.2, if ∆ ≥ 2 we have
Fix ∆ and P , with ∆ < P , and regard θ = θ(η) and q = q(η) as functions of a real variable η, defined by (2.13a) and (2.14a) respectively, with η = η o for the KN under consideration. Then we have
so as η increases, η − θ and hence q both decrease, and hence q(η o ) ≤ q(1). We shall use (3.2) for general ∆ later, but with ∆ = 1,
), so with (3.1) the result follows.
We note that for this maximal q situation, with ∆ = η = 1, (2.15) gives
Also from (2.12, 2.13, 2.14) we get 2 + 1, with equality iff q = Q 3 (P ) := P 2 + P − 1.
Proof. From (2.8) and (2.9b),
But ∆ ≥ 1 and E ≥ 2, so
with equality iff ∆ = 1 and E = 2, which from (2.9a) and (3.1) occurs iff q ′ = P ′ (P + 2), whence the result.
2 < Q 3 (P ) for P ≥ 3, and from Theorem 3.2, r < R 3 (P ), so n < P · Q 3 (P ) · R 3 (P ).
For ∆ = 1 and given P , with η and n real variables, from (2.15) n is greatest when η is greatest. But from (2.11)
and 1 ≤ s ≤ P − 2, giving maximum η = 1 2 (P 2 − 4P + 5) when s = P − 2, i.e. E = 2 from (2.10). But from Theorem 3.2, for ∆ = 1 and E = 2 we have q = Q 3 (P ) and r = R 3 (P ), so n ≤ P · Q 3 (P ) · R 3 (P ), which multiplies out to give the result.
Beeger [2] for d = 3 and Duparc [9] for any CN proved results similar to Theorem 3.1 and weaker than Theorem 3.2. They were chiefly concerned to show that the number of CN 's for given P is finite. Swift stated the first result of Theorem 3.3 for d = 3 in 1975, but his proof is not published in [17] .
For a K 3 -family attaining these upper bounds for r and n given P , we simply put P = 2t + 1 in n = N 3 (P ) = P · Q 3 (P ) · R 3 (P ). We note that Q 2 (3) = Q 3 (3) = 11 and R 2 (3) = R 3 (3) = 17, so the smallest CN (and KN , easily shown), n = 561, uniquely is q-maximal, r-maximal and n-maximal. N 3 (P ) gives C 3 N 's for P = 3, 5, 31, 41, 83, 131, . . .; and N 3 (65) = 5 · 13 · 4289 · 139393 = 38860677505 is the smallest r-n-maximal C 4 N for given P . A computer search over 3 ≤ P ≤ 132425 found 178 C 3 N 's, 18 C 4 N 's, 29 C 5 N 's and 9 C 6 N 's which are r-n-maximal, the largest of which is the C 3 N with P = 131711.
3.2.
Upper bounds given n for P , q, r. For an upper bound for P given n, we do not attempt to improve on the obvious:
Proof. We have p 1 < p 2 < . . . < p d−2 < q < r (with obvious modification for
Hence P d d−2 < n and the result follows.
It seems plausible that an upper bound for q given n should correspond to the Theorem 3.1 bound for q given P , so in terms of (3.3) and (3.4) we should have
Explicitly, 2 (n)); also ∆ = η = 1 for n = 561, the only KN with P = 3. So we assume KN 's with ∆η ≥ 2 and P ≥ 5, and we consider two cases:
From (2.13b) and (2.14a), q ′ = λ(2P − s) < 2λP , and then from (2.15)
, and it is easily verified that (2n 2 (v)) 1 3 + 1 < q 2 (v) for v ≥ 1.1. But n 2 (1.1) < 963 and every KN with P ≥ 5 has n ≥ 1105 = 5 · 13 · 17 and hence v ≥ 1.1, so q < q 2 (n −1 2 (n)) as required.
(ii) λ > 1. Let n o be any particular KN with associated K-variable values
We define s, θ, q, r and n as functions of independent real variables P, ∆, η by the formulae of (2.12-2.15) over the domain 3 ≤ P ≤ P o , 1 ≤ η ≤ η o and 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆ o with ∆ < P (ensuring θ ∈ ℜ), and we write n = n(P, ∆, η) with 
In what follows we use the suffices "a" and "b" to correspond to"states" (∆, η) = (∆ o , 1) and (∆, η) = (1, 1) respectively.
Then, if ∆ o > 1, for 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆ o we define the function P = P * (∆) implicitly via the relation n(P, ∆, 1) = n a , so n a = n b and
and as ∆ decreases from ∆ o to 1 we see from the first of these expressions that P steadily decreases, whence from the second λ steadily increases. So, for ∆ o > ∆ > 1,
, ensuring that, via (2.13) and (2.14) with η = 1, θ * (∆) := θ(P * (∆), ∆, 1) = θ, and, similarly, q * (∆) = q and r * (∆) = r are defined for 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆ o ; also P > ∆ + 1 > 2, so certainly N 2 (P ) is an increasing function over the relevant domain. Now, for ∆ o ≥ 1, write
2 (n a ), so since by hypothesis P o ≥ 5 and λ o > 1, we have
Thus from the above we have
Next we shall show that, with η = 1, dq d∆ < 0 for 1 < ∆ < ∆ o , and then since Q 2 , q 2 , N 2 and n 2 are all increasing functions over the relevant domains, we shall have q
From the first of the two expressions for n a in (3.5) we have
But P qr = n a , constant, so qr dP d∆
substituting from (3.7) and (3.8) gives
P , from (3.9) and (3.10) we get
and of ∆ 2 θ is
Factorising terms and dividing by 2P
′ 3 (4P + 1) gives
From (3.6) P > 3 and θ > √ 5, so M > 0 and also 10P 2 − 24P − 1 > 0, whence
since the discriminant of the numerator is negative.
< 0 as required, completing the proof of the first part of the theorem. We now outline a method of expressing Q 2 (N 2 −1 (n)) as a power series in 
and if we now put 
and with u = √ U = 10 n 4 , from (3.12) we have
. . , after applying the binomial series and simplifying.
Substituting back, we get
If now the variables all belong to a KN , then q = Q 2 (P ) is an integer and q = ⌊2u 4 − u 3 − 0.1u 2 + 0.85u⌋, and Theorem 3.5 follows.
Much more simply, we now establish an upper bound for r given n; first we prove Theorem 3.6. For any KN ,
Proof. Using the notation of §2.1, we have
λi < 1, and from (3.13) we thus have
completing the theorem. Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 3.6. n ≥ 561 and n is odd, so with i = d in Theorem 3.6 and λ d = E ≥ 3, we have
in conjunction with E = 2 in Theorem 3.6, Theorem 3.7 follows.
The smallest CN which is r-maximal for given n but not for given P (see Theorem 3.2) is 8911 = 7 · 19 · 67. Another of this type is 949803513811921 = 17 · 31 · 191 · 433 · 21792241, which Pinch in [12] says contains the largest prime factor among CN 's < 10 15 .
4. Bounds for K 3 N variables 4.1. Upper bounds given p for A, B, C. To establish an upper bound for A given p, we need one for A given H:
Proof. Suppose for some K 3 N that A ≥ λH for some λ > 0. Then (2.5b) yields
But F ≥ 1, so putting λ = 3 we get A < 3H. Also if λ = 3 2 then F < 2, whence if 3H 2 ≤ A < 3H, then F = 1. We define a bigA-K 3 N to be a K 3 N with A ≥ 3H 2 , and likewise a bigA-C 3 N . All other K 3 N 's obviously obey Theorem 4.1.
So we now put A = 3H − a, with 1 ≤ a ≤ 3H 2 , and using F = 1 we shall show that for given a, H < 2a 2 , yielding Theorem 4.1. We write α := −a,
, and S := α = 2σ − a. Then for a K 3 N we have −a = α < β = σ − τ < γ, so 0 < τ < a + σ, and from (2.5)
So for any K 3 N , F = 1 iff m = 0, and
We now regard m(H) and
as functions of an unrestricted real variable H, where α, β, γ are real, α < 0 < γ and α ≤ β ≤ γ.
Essentially by considering the graph of F (H), we show that m(H) = 0 has a root
with similar results for m(− 
.e for fixed a, S and σ, H * increases as τ increases. This follows because (α, β, γ) = (α, σ − τ, σ + τ ) and
but B + C = 6H + 2σ and
We write H † (a, S, τ ) := H * (α, β, γ) := H * , and h(β, γ) := H * (−1, β, γ). We observe that for a bigA-K 3 N , H = H * , and that A, B, C pairwise coprime and H even requires that no two of α, β, γ are even; so, since β + γ = S + a, S odd requires α, β, γ all odd. We now show that for any bigA-K 3 N , H < 2a 2 , considering cases (a) a = 1, (b) a ≥ 2, S = 1, and (c) a ≥ 2, S ≥ 2.
(a) Any K 3 N with a = 1 is a bigA-K 3 N . So α = −1, and for β = 0, since S > 0 and B, C are coprime, γ ≥ 5 and from (4.1a) and (i) above we have
Thus there are no K 3 N 's with a = 1.
(b) We have S = 1, odd, so a is odd and a ≥ 3. Then maximum τ for given a occurs when (α, β, γ) = (−a, −a + 2, 2a − 1), giving τ = 3a−3 2 ; and from (ii) above
2 ), which from (4.1a) is given by
and hence
So from (i) or (4.4c) for given a, H † (a, S, a + σ) decreases as S increases, and hence for any bigA-K 3 N with S ≥ 2 and a ≥ 2, also using (ii) we have
and from (4.4b) we have
Thus for all bigA-K 3 N 's H < 2a 2 , and Theorem 4.1 follows.
It is easily shown that H ≤ g(a) < 2a 2 in case (c) as well as case (b) and, for
which for H ≥ 6 is a slightly stronger but less convenient result than Theorem 4.1. It is also not onerous to extend the approach of case (a) for finding all K 3 N 's with a = 1: for a = 2, again there are none (although 9801 = 9 · 11 · 99 obeys the Korselt (5) is irrational, and for a ≥ 7 we have
is irrational. Gordon Davies (see §5.1) did a computer search for bigA-K 3 N 's with S = 1, using (α, β, γ) = (−a, −a + 2t, 2a − 2t + 1), for odd a up to 1239 and 1 < t < 3a 4 : no more were found, and H * was rational only for a = 151, t = 89, giving H * = 13067 1 3 . In like manner to (4.4) we find
so for fixed S and large a we have Proof. Using the notation and from the above discussion of Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2 holds for n * and for n = 6601, and hence for a ≤ 3. For S ≥ 2 and a ≥ 4, from (4.4b) we have 
so f (x) decreases as x increases over this interval, which certainly contains A.
we have ; we show that it is posssible for B marginally to exceed this:
Proof. Write S = p − . We seek B > 2p − S, and we consider two cases: (i) G ≥ 2. Then from Theorem 2.2, E ≤ p − 1, and from (2.19)
(ii) G = 1. Then from (2.19) B = p + E and from (2.10) E = p − s, so We now consider the two sub-cases (a)
(b) If η = 1, from (4.9) s 2 + A = p − s, whence from (4.12) (4.13a)
From (4.13a) we note that F = 1 implies A ′ 2 = s(s + 1), which is impossible. So by (4.11) for odd F ≥ 3, remembering that x = x ′ + 1 and using (4.12) again, we have
Hence if A = 1, s = S as for Theorem 3.1, but if A ≥ 3 (A is odd by (4.11)) then
From this we deduce that 0 < S − s <
, giving Theorem 4.3(a). Also we see that for given F , if there is an infinite sequence of K 3 N 's with increasing A values, then 2p − S +
There is such a sequence iff (4.13a) has an infinite number of solutions for s and A which result in pairwise coprime A, B and C, and E ≥ 2. Such solutions we call acceptable. With (4.14)
φ := 2F A − 2 = 2H, θ = 2s + 1, (4.13a) implies
and from the theory of quadratic forms a necessary condition for this to have a solution is that x 2 ≡ F (mod (5F − 4)) be soluble. If F ≡ 0 (mod 3), suppose (φ, θ) gives an acceptable solution. Then working in Z 3 , from (4.14) θ = 2s + 1, so s = 2θ + 1, from (4.13a) s(s + 1) = F A 2 − 2A + 1, so A = (2θ + 1)(2θ + 2) − 1 = θ 2 + 1, from (4.11) H = F A − 1 = 2; so p = AH + 1 = 2θ 2 = 2 unless θ = 0, p = 0; from (4.8)
2 = 2 unless θ = 1, q = 0; with η = 1, from (4.8, 4.10, 4.14) C = B + θ = θ 2 − θ + 2, so r = CH + 1 = 2θ(θ − 1) + 2 = 2 unless θ = 2, r = 0.
Thus in Z 3 , for any θ exactly one of p, q, r is zero, whence in Z 3|p, q or r and so n is only a C 3 N , possibly, if p = 3, in which case n = 561, with A = 1. For F = 5, (4.
From (4.14) for a solution to (4.15) to yield a solution to (4.13a) we need φ ≡ −2 (mod 2F ) and θ odd. Clearly from (2.10) and (4.9) with η = 1, E = p−s = s 2 +A ≥ 2, as required. Also such a solution will result in positive integers A, B, C, H, F which satisfy (2.5a), whence we have h := gcd(A, B, C) = gcd(A, B) = gcd(A, C) = gcd(B, C); and from (4. ≏ 733113.000737 for the K 3 N n = pqr.
If n(i) is the K 3 N arising from (φ i , θ i ) for F = 7, it is easily shown that, for i ≥ 2, n(i + 1) ≏ 254 8 n(i) ≏ 1.73 × 10 19 n(i), and a naive "probability" estimate based on the knowledge that n(2) is not a C 3 N and an assumption of the independence of the primality of p, q and r is :"p"(n(i) is a C 3 N for some i > 2)≏ 2 . Again, we show that this can be slightly exceeded:
, with equality iff E = 2, F = G = 1.
Proof. For any K 3 N , A < p, and so from (2.16) and (2.19) we have (4.17) 
With H = 2h this yields a K 3 -family with parameter h, but from (4.18) if H ≡ 2 (mod 3) then gcd(A, B) = 3, so we take H = 6t or H = 6t + 4 to get two K 3 -families with the required maximal C property. Also if H ≡ 1 (mod 3) then 3|p and 3|q, so for C 3 N 's we must have the Proof. Since r ≥ q + H, we have q = n pr ≤ n p(q + H)
, whence pq 2 + pHq − n ≤ 0
so Theorem 4.5 follows if we can show that H
(4.20) 
We consider two cases: (i) if
which is (4.20); and for H = 2, since 
Upper bounds given n for p, A, B, C and ABC.
A cursory glance at a list of C 3 N 's suggests that a substantially better bound than the p < 
√
n given by Theorem 3.4 should be attainable. That this is not so can be seen by considering the Chernick type K 3 -families discussed in §2.2 with (A, B, C) = (2u − 1, 2u, 2u + 1). For this family A = 6u, AB = 12u 2 − 1, ABC = 2u(4u 2 − 1), so (2.5a) requires H and F satisfying (12u 2 − 1)H + 6u = 2u(4u 2 − 1)F . We see that for u > 1, F = 6u 2 − 5 and H = H o = 4u(u 2 − 1) is the unique solution with 0 < H o < ABC, so the general solution is
In terms of B = 2u, this gives
and we have the two parameter system of K 3 -families n f (u, t) := p f q f r f for u = 1, t ≥ 1 and u > 1, t ≥ 0. If now we arbitrarily describe any KN with r p < 1.5 as "flat", then n f (u, t) gives flat K 3 N 's for u ≥ 3, since in general Proof. If k := B − A and l := C − A, for any K 3 N we have n = p(p + kH)(p + lH). From Theorem 4.1, A < 3H − 1 so
and hence kH ≥ H > p 3 and for l ≥ 3, lH > 3 p 3 , while if l = 2 we have n ∈ {n f (u, t)}, and lH = 2H > 3 p 3 is equivalent to 4H 2 > 3p = 3AH + 3, i.e. to H{4H − 3(B − 1)} > 3, which is obvious from (4.21); so in all cases lH > 3
Using the approach of Theorem 3.5 to express V in terms of n as a power series, if we put n = 27y
and equate coefficients of y 5 , y 4 and y 3 , we get a o = − From (4.6) for n * we get p = 547 < ⌈
n ⌉ = 574, and clearly a marginally lower bound than that given by Theorem 4.6 could readily be established. I speculate that for large n there is an upper bound Proof. We define B µ (n) := √ 2
, and then (a) states B < B 3 (n) and (b) states B < B 7 (n). Also for any KN , n ≥ 561, and so B 7 (n) < B 3 (n). Further, if we put u = 8 n 4 , we have
We note that for µ ≤ 7, B µ and B * µ are increasing functions for n ≥ 561 (actually, for µ ≤ 62.7).
We consider three cases: 
3 for p ≥ 3. Hence, with (2.6) and since C > B, we have n > n
3n. This immediately gives B < √ 2
4
√ n, but the tighter bound B 7 (n) then requires 4 √ 3n < B 7 (n), which holds for n > 5.625 × 10 9 ; a computer check verified Theorem 4.8 for n < 5.625 × 10 9 .
(ii) For G = 1 from (4.11) F is odd, so F ≥ 3, and
Also η ≥ 1 and from (2.20)
Hence, and from (2.15), we get Then as for Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 we have that as η increases, so B decreases and n increases, so if 1
So for the best possible bound we want to choose η a to be the smallest possible η o (we already know from the proof of Theorem 4.3 that η o = 1 = F o = G o is impossible for K 3 N 's). Dropping the zero suffixes for our K 3 N , from (2.12) we have s 2 + ηs = η(H 2 + H + 1) − (H + 1) = ηH 2 + η ′ H + η ′ and with (2.13b) we get (4.28) φ := 2ηH + η − 1 and θ = 2s + η and then
Compare this with (4.14) and (4.15) and the accompanying discussion of Pellian solutions, which we now apply to (4.28) and (4.29). We define acceptable solutions to (4.29) in the same way as for (4.15), and for a solution to be admissible we require θ − η even, and φ ≡ η − 1 (mod 4η) since in (4.28) we have H even. Henceforth replacing F with η in (4.16) with x 2 − ηy 2 = 1, if η is not a perfect square and (4.29) has a solution, then (4.16) gives an infinity of further solutions. We find that there are no solutions for η = 1, 2 or 5; for η = 4 there is the unique solution φ = 51, θ = 26 which leads to the K 3 N 43 · 451 · 607 = 11771551 with B = 75; while for each η ∈ {3, 6, 7} there are four fundamental solutions from which all other solutions can be derived via (4.16), but the only admissible ones are φ = 14, θ = 9 for η = 3 and φ = 90, θ = 35 for η = 7, for which φ 2 − 7θ 2 = −475 reduces to X 2 − 7Y 2 = −19 via φ = 5X, θ = 5Y . With reference to (4.16), amended as above, we need to show that for η ≤ 7 any solution (φ i , θ i ) is admissible iff its fundamental solution (φ 1 , θ 1 ) is admissible. From (4.16) θ i+1 ≡ θ i (mod 2), so (θ i+1 − η) is even iff (θ i − η) is even. Also the inverse transformation for (4.16) has φ i = (2ηy 2 + 1)φ i+1 − 2ηxyθ i+1 , and we have ηy 2 = (x − 1)(x + 1), so if xy is odd then 8 | η, whence xy is even for η ≤ 7. Working now in Z 4η with η ≤ 7, if y is even then φ i+1 = φ i , and if η is even then x is odd and y is even. But if odd η = 2ν + 1 and y is odd, suppose φ i = η − 1; then φ i+1 = (2ηy 2 + 1)φ i = (2η + 1)(η − 1) = 2ν(2η + 1) = 4νη + η − 1 = η − 1; conversely by the inverse transformation φ i = (2ηy θ 1 ) is admissible. Also for acceptibility we require E ≥ 2: it is easily shown that E = F = G = 1 gives rise to η = H 4 + 2H 3 + H 2 + H + 1 (cf (4.18) and Theorem 4.4), so η = 39 (with H = 2) is the least η with an admissible solution with E = 1; thus E ≥ 2 for η ≤ 7.
With η = 3, the solution φ = 14, θ = 9 gives the C 3 N 7 · 23 · 41 = 6601, but this is the only C 3 N , since we find in Z 7 that the cycles given by (4.16) are of period 4, and in Z with obvious notation gcd(A 4i+2 , B 4i+2 , C 4i+2 ) = 7, not acceptable, and p 4i+1 ≡ p 4i+3 ≡ q 4i ≡ r 4i ≡ 0 (mod 7). This is sufficient for our proof, but for η = 7 the solution φ = 90, θ = 35 gives the C 3 N 43 · 433 · 643 = 11972017 with B = 72, and there seems to be the possibility of further C 3 N 's in the sequence of K 3 N 's generated by (4.16).
It remains to show that for η = 3 or 7 and any even H ≥ 2, B(H, η) < B η (n (H, η) ). If we write (4.26) as B = 2H 2 + 2H + we have
Using the binomial series and omitting the complicated details we get
for sufficiently large H. To prove the result rigorously for all even H = H o , we can truncate the various binomial series and approximate x and y to form functions b η (n(η, H)) = b η (n) and b(η, H) = b such that B η (n) > b η (n) and b > B, with b η (n) and b containing a relatively small number of terms all of which are retained, whence for each η we can determine a precise H * (η) such that b η (n) − b > 0 for H ≥ H * (η). My method of truncation and approximation was as arithmetically economical as I could make it, subject to retaining exactly the above term in 1 H , and after heavy detail arrived at H * (3) = 240 and H * (7) = 66; Gordon Davies (see §5.1) did the computer verifications for 2 ≤ H ≤ H * (η).
Thus for any K 3 N with F o = G o = 1, we have η o ≥ 3 and for any C 3 N except 6601 we have η o ≥ 7, so with η a = 3 or 7 as appropriate we have η o ≥ η a and
We can construct a K 3 -family {n 4 (t)} such that, for any fixed µ ≥ 1 and large t, B(t) ∼ B µ (n 4 (t)) ∼ B η(t) (n 4 (t)) ∼ √ 2 4 n 4 (t) as follows: F = G = 1 and then
Then n 4 (1) = 6601 and n 4 (2) = 11972017 as above, but we found no more C 3 N 's up to t = 31. Obviously (4.29) is satisfied identically by the parametric forms for H, η and s of {n 4 (t)}, since F = G = 1.
For η = 7 and (φ 1 , θ 1 ) = (90, 35), (4.16) gives (φ 2 , θ 2 ) = (23190, 8765) which yields the K 3 N n = 2743993 · 9080853193 · 9095368033 with B = 5483607, H = 1656 and B 7 (n) = 5483607.001 (calculator accuracy).
We note that for the sequence of K 3 N 's associated with Theorem 4.3 and (4.16) for given F ≥ 3, B ∼ √ 2 4 n F . I confidently conjecture from the above proof of Theorem 4.8 and from numerical evidence that B < B η (n) for every K 3 N , but have not attempted a general proof.
Challenge 4: Find a C 3 N for which n > 6601 and B 7 (n) − B < 0.1.
To conclude §4 we shall show that the K 3 -families deriving from (4.18) and (4.19), with E = 2 and F = G = 1, not only give equality for the upper bound for C given p, as described in the discussion following Theorem 4.4, but in the same way give equality for upper bounds for C, BC, ABC and n given H, and for C and ABC given n. Using the notation of (4.18) and (4.19):
, with equality iff E = 2 and F = G = 1. If there is equality then H ≡ 2 (mod 6), and if also n is a C 3 N , then H ≡ 0 (mod 6).
Proof. From (2.18), A = H+G F , and then via (2.19), (2.16) and (2.6) we can express B, C, n ( and obviously also p, q, r) in terms of E, F, G, H. We now regard all other variables as functions of continuous real variables E, F, G, H, subject to all the relations so far established for K 3 N 's. Let Z be any of, or any product from, A, B, C and n ′ : regarding H as fixed, we write φ Z (E, F, G) := Z evaluated at (E, F, G). From (2.6) and (2.18) we have n ′ = ABCH 3 + BCH(G + H), and then we readily see that F occurs only in the denominator of any Z, and thence
This follows at once from 
Similarly, the last three terms of (4.31b) increase as G decreases. Also, applying Lemma 4B with
. But from Theorem 2.3, G < 2H, and since H ≥ 2 we have 1 and p = AH + 1. Hence from (2.19) and (2.16) we have
Applying Lemma 4B with
, which is true unless E = 2, since p ≥ 3 and by Theorem 2.2,
Hence from (4.30, 4.35, 4.36), (4.37) BC = φ BC (E, F, G) < φ BC (2, 1, 1) unless E = 2 and F = G = 1, and Theorem 4.9(b) follows as for 4.9(a). Also A is independent of E, so from (4.36)
so applying Lemma 4B with
, which is true unless G = 1, since H ≥ 2 and from Theorem 2.3, G < 2H. Hence Also from (4.38) and (4.40), φ ABC (E, F, G) < φ ABC (2, F, 1) unless E = 2, G = 1 and from (2.6) n ′ = ABCH(H 2 + F ), so
unless E = 2, G = 1; and from (4.30) φ n ′ (2, F, 1) < φ n ′ (2, 1, 1) unless F = 1. Thus n ′ = φ n ′ (E, F, G) < φ n ′ (2, 1, 1) unless E = 2 and F = G = 1; Theorem 4.9 follows as for 4.9(a).
We now express our results for upper bounds for C and ABC given n in terms of the functions of (4.18) and the inverse function N −1 of (4.19); using the method of Theorem 3.5, we could also express our results as series of descending powers of 10 √ n, but we simply indicate the leading terms:
) with equality as in Theorem 4.9. For large n, C ≤ 2 
Similarly from (2.6) we get (4.43)
Now suppose that n is any K 3 N with its standard A to H integer set. Then (a) C = with equality iff E = 2 and from Theorem 4.9 H ≥ N −1 (n) with equality iff (E, F, G) = (2, 1, 1), and hence advantage of d = 3, to do selective checks on our results for large X. In all these algorithms, for given X the outermost loop runs through all odd primes up to p M . In Pinch's first algorithm, which as modified by me for d = 3 we call PI, for each p, E runs through the range
, where E L (p, X) is a fairly complicated function, not given here, which I formulated using d = 3 (so P = p < q) to cut out some of the cases which would result in n > X (for p < 4 √ 3X, E L (p , X) = 2); using E L (p, X) reduced the time for PI by about a third. For each E a range of integer values of D is found, subject to 1
3), and for each (E, D) pair q and r are calculated from (2.9). E, and D for each E descend through their ranges, and if r > X pq next E is taken; else q, r and λ 1 = qr − 1 p ′ ( §2.1) must be integers, with next D at the failure of any test, and q and r are tested for primality.
For large X the remaining algorithms are all significantly speeded up by the split-range procedure, which we briefly describe. Suppose that variables x and y are connected by the bilinear relation axy + bx + cy + d = 0 with a > 0, ▽ := bc − ad > 0, and that x 1 > − c a , so over the interval x 1 ≤ x ≤ x 2 , y decreases as x increases; and also that we wish to find integer pairs (x, y) over this interval, and that a trial where we start with x ∈ Z (an x-trial) costs k times the cost of a y-trial. Then if dy dx = −k at (ξ, ψ) we minimise the cost by using x-trials for x < ξ and y-trials for y < ψ (so x > ξ). So if x 1 < ξ < x 2 it pays to split the range at (ξ, ψ) Pinch's second algorithm as modified by me for d = 3 (PII) for each p runs through all primes q satisfying p < q ≤ Z. For each (p, q) pair it uses the Euclidean algorithm to find H and hence A = 
by the reverse Euclidean algorithm; then, since n = rR ≡ 1 (mod L 1 ), we have r = w + uL 1 , and also R ′ = Er ′ (2.1), so eliminating r we seek integer pairs (u, E) such that
With u ascending and E descending we use the split range procedure, take next q when r > X pq , and for each integer pair (u, E) we test r for primality.
Our first successful algorithm (HI, originally devised when seeking Perrin pseudoprimes, before we knew of other algorithms) is the same as PII as far as finding A < A M . It then found r in essentially the same way as our main algorithm HII, described next.
HII was motivated by the realisation that as p becomes larger in HI many more pairs (p, q) will result in H small enough to give A > A M ; and that by first analysing p ′ = AH such pairs need never be considered. Since H is even, A divides p ; and 
18 Matthew found that this F M = F o trigger reduced the program time by 20%). It is easily shown that
ν , anticipated in Loop 2. A further though smaller economy can be achieved by eliminating from consideration some or all of those B values for which
ν+α to find f L (B) just greater than F o + 1 and then continue (but this is awkward to program).
We next consider splitting the range (see §5.3) and a method of economising on C-trials which arranges them in an AP, first term C o , say, and common difference e ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6}. Consider the conditions (a) 2 | AB and (b) 3 | AB and 3 ∤ H. If only (a) holds, C is odd and e = 2. If only (b) holds, for C ≡ − 1 H (mod 3) we have r = CH + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 3), so C ≡ 0 (mod 3) and C ≡ − 1 H (mod 3), leaving only one possible residue, and e = 3. If both (a) and (b) hold, then e = 6, and if neither, e = 1. Then by eliminating as appropriate for each situation over the range B + 1 ≤ C ≤ B + e if 2 | C, 3 | C or 3 | r, we find C o . With the notation of §5.3 and with x = C, it seems reasonable to take k = 1 e and then ξ = eU K ≏ √ eH. So to execute the loop, as described above, we see whether F M and F L values permit us to take next A (or possibly to jump some B's); and then if F L > F M we take next B. If B < √ eH we do C-trials until C ≥ √ eH, taking next B if F < F L while C < √ eH, and then F -trials; but if B ≥ √ eH we do
FB where F T := U + V C and F B := KC, so with V * = eV and K * = eK we start with C = C o and then do F T −→ F T + V * and F B −→ F B + K * to find F for next C; and similarly for F -trials with C = U KF −V = U E we do E −→ E + K for unit increase in F . Also if F L gives E = 1, we take next E.
Each (C, F ) integer pair then gives r = CH +1 which we test for primality, using the standard algorithm if r is beyond the bitmap prime data base. 5.5. Some notes on our implementation of HII. (i) In the development stage, to test q for primality we used a carefully designed but complicated system of tracking through a prime database, exploiting the advance of the arrays{q λ (i)} by p ′ for each unit increment in λ, and we also had much less RAM. For these reasons we constructed arrays {q λ (i)} for each p, rather than each A, which involved extra complications with certain loop exits. But then Matthew found that primality testing for q was taking at least 80% of the time, and constructed the bitmap database, which at X = 10
18 , for example, reduced the program running time by a factor of at least 5, and was a major contribution to what we were able to achieve. Nevertheless we did not revise the array structure, as we estimated this would have given only a marginal decrease in time.
(ii) In §5.7 we shall give some running times , so we mention that the Loop 3 F M = F o trigger was a late discovery, and right up to C 3 (10 24 ) our implementation only used the special case F M = 0, which Matthew's later trial showed gives about 60% of the 20% time saving available at X = 10 18 .
5.6.
A faster algorithm? If (C * , F * ) is an integer pair, it follows from the theory of PII outlined in § 5.3 (or directly from (5.2)) that a necessary condition for (C, F ) to be an integer pair is C = C * + Ku, and then (5.1) and (5.2) give
an even more discriminating bilinear relation, between F and u. The total number of trials when the split range is used with(5.2) is approximately 2
when this is very large (big H, very big X), using (5.3) might be worth the cost of finding (C * , F * ) -either by the method of PII for w, or simply using (5.2) until (and if) such a (C * , F * ) is encountered. We did not implement this.
5.7.
Comparison of algorithms for d = 3. Ignoring time required for primality testing of q in PI and HII (by virtue of "bitmap") and of r (relatively seldom required and the same for all four programs), and based on the number of test pairs (E, D), (p, q), (C, F ) involved, I deduced that PI, PII and HI are all O(X 2 3 +o(1) ); in the range 10 12 ≤ X ≤ 10 16 for all three programs when X was multiplied by 10 the multiplier for the time was close to 4.325 and slowly increasing with X, giving some support to this deduction since 10 minutes with a slightly improved prime testing method and compiler optimisation, and finally with this method fully replaced by bitmap it took just 2 minutes 7.59 seconds. In July 2002 C 3 (10 24 ) took about 58 hours, with about 9 minutes for the bitmap.
RAM and time constraints prevented us from going on to X = 10 25 .
5.8. Checking and correction. Up to X = 10 18 , Gordon and I had Richard Pinch's paper [12] and his Internet results to check against. We achieved agreement up to 10 17 , but at 10 18 we found that his list omitted n † = 835327 · 893359 · 1117117 = 833645090806507981 (for more on n † , see discussion following Theorem 4.1). Richard told me that n † inexplicably failed to reach the Internet list, although his program gave it. He also kindly put me in touch with Carl Pomerance, who sent me the first preprint of [10] and invited Gordon Davies and me to attempt the awkward evaluation of the constant κ 3 (see [6] ). Some months later when Carl asked us for any counts we had beyond X = 10 18 , Matthew had got to X = 10 20 , but had not yet done any checks; it later emerged that a problem in the program was by X = 10 20 unfortunately causing omissions: the value of 120459 for C 3 (10 20 ) which we gave to Carl and is published in [10] should be 120625, and the number of imprimitive C 3 N 's up to 10 20 should be 89854. Obviously comprehensive checking of HII results for large X with other known algorithms is not practicable. Soon after successfully programming PI, Matthew used it for a complete check at X = 10
19 ; this took about 62 1 2 hours, checking q for primality by the standard algorithm, and no discrepancy was found. For final checking he used PII to find the C 3 N 's corresponding to every k th p-value for X = 10 , obtaining agreement with counts we have extracted from our discs for C 3 (10 23 ) and, later, C 3 (10 24 ). In Table 1 of §6 we extend up to N = 24 Dubner's Table 2 for (1, B, C) in [8] .
When finding C 3 (X) for X ≥ 10 18 , we avoided the danger of rounding errors wrongly including or excluding a C 3 N very close to X by doing a run to find C 3 (X * ) with X * = (1 + ǫ)X and examining individually any C 3 N 's in the range (1 ± ǫ)X, where typically ǫ = 10 −3 or 10 −4 (at X = 10 24 Matthew took ǫ = 0.1).
Statistics
In Table 1 we tabulate for X = 10 N , with 3 ≤ N ≤ 24, C 3 (X) and various other numbers which we now define. In [10] Granville and Pomerance define primitive CN 's, and for C 3 N 's their definition implies that a C 3 N is primitive iff H ≤ ABC; C * 3 (X) := #{n : n is a primitive C 3 N and n ≤ X}, and our data are consistent with their conjecture that C * 3 (X) C 3 (X) → 0 as X → ∞.
Let C := {n : n = pqr is a C 3 N and p ≡ q ≡ r ≡ −1 (mod 4)}; Rabin showed in [15] that the probability of any odd composite n passing the strong pseudoprime test for a randomly chosen base b is less than 1 4 , and that this bound is approached most closely when n ∈ C; and Pinch lists various other properties of C in [12] ; C(X) := #{n : n ∈ C and n ≤ X} In § 8 of [10] Granville and Pomerance conjecture that C 3 (X) ∼ τ 3 X 1 3
(log X) 3 ∼ τ 3 27
2 dt (log t) 3 , where τ 3 ≏ 2100 is a constant whose evaluation is discussed in [6] ; they define β and γ by C 3 (X) = β X 1 3
(log X) 3 = γ 27
2 dt (log t) 3 and predict that β and γ eventually converge to τ 3 from above and below respectively. Our new data are consistent with this, supporting their cautious comment in [10] (but see [6] , Table 3 and comment).
C † 3 (X) is defined above in § 5.8. Table 1 . Table 5 shows #{n : n is a C 3 N, n ≡ c (mod m) and n ≤ 10 N } for various m, c and N . Table 5 . Cumulative totals of C 3 N 's up to 10 N satisfying n ≡ c (mod m)
find C 3 N 's which were also Perrin pseudoprimes in an earlier (unpublished) investigation and it was Gordon who originally suggested using it to pursue C 3 (X). I am also deeply indebted to my friend Ian Williams (Haileybury physics teacher and father of Matthew) for extracting from discs listing C 3 N 's up to 10 23 , and then 10 24 , supplied by Matthew, the data for Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5 and C(X)and C † 3 (X) in Table 1 ; for doing the K 3 N or C 3 N computer checks and searches required for and associated with Theorems 3.1, 3.3 and 4.8; and also for undertaking the massive task of converting my manuscript into AMS-L A T E X. I also thank Richard Pinch and Carl Pomerance for their encouragement and the stimulation of their work.
